For an Integrated Daily Management
FOR A SUCCESSFUL ENTERPRISE

> Over 200 expert consultants
> Over 1,200 customer companies across Canada and beyond
> Over 2,200 projects successfully completed to this day

DAMASIX - For an Integrated Daily Management

DAMASIX, Createch’s daily management system, allows achieving your daily plan based on elements essential to managing operational performance from the production floor.

With simple and effective visual tools, you will optimize your operational performance by eliminating sources of variation caused by traditional management and supervision practices.

Frequent Monitoring of actual state
Quick Response to interruptions
Suppression of root causes through a structured approach
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- Standardized Agendas
- Gemba Walks
- Performance Indicators

No more use for paper with our DMS System

- Managing Gaps
- Non Compliances
- Personalized Audits
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Standardized Agendas
Effectively manage crucial activities to better support your operations
> Management meetings
> Gemba walks
> Standard audits
> Improvement activities
> Support activities

Gemba walk
Develop your team through coaching and thorough follow-up
> Results review
> Analysis of production gaps
> Problem solving support
> Growth of supervision team
> Monitoring of action plan

Personalized Audits
Monitor the entire set of operations with set standards
> Customizable fields
> Monitoring of non-compliant situations
> Mandatory comment when non-compliant or out of tolerance

Improvement Cards Dashboard
Share the progress of improvement projects
> Prioritization of cards as listed in the backlog
> Assignment of cards to relevant teams
> Management of team capacity using Kanban dashboards
> Tracking of cards progress status

Non-compliance and Continuous Improvement
Reduce non-compliance and increase continuous improvements
> Monitoring of non-complying situations
> Users’ data visualization
> Volume of improvement cards over time

Management Performance Indicators
Analyze the performance of your managers in the execution of their tasks
> Configurable dashboards
> Level of information adapted to user’s needs
> Performance tracking in real time
> Easy tracking and maintenance of management framework
The Right DMS for Your Sector
DAMASIX caters to needs specific to various industries ranging from manufacturing to food processing to services.

Approved and Affordable Technology
> Cloud versions (SaaS)
> On-premise
> Webapp
> Multi-device mobiles
> Factory Wi-Fi coverage required

Contact us
Montreal
1 Alexander-Graham-Bell, Building E4, Verdun (Quebec) H3E 3B3
1-888-681-1188

Quebec
120A-930, D’Aiguillon Street, Quebec (Quebec) G1R 5M9
1-888-380-2080
RAISE YOUR POTENTIAL

As a Canadian leader in business transformation, our mission is to significantly improve our clients’ bottom line by streamlining their processes and implementing world-class software solutions. Founded in 1993, Createch was born out of the desire to provide companies of all sizes, the necessary tools to improve their competitiveness in local, national and international markets and to ensure their growth.

VALUE PROPOSITION

Createch is a wholly owned subsidiary of Bell. The company has over 25 years of experience helping their customer to improve their business processes to streamline their operational performance. With a team of certified consultants focused on getting the results and detaining an in-depth knowledge of the industry’s best practices, Createch offers a complete range of services and solutions to organizations of any sectors.

Createch is arranged in 5 business units. Four tech-oriented units are developing sharp expertise pertaining to business solutions (ERP) that is: SAP, Microsoft, Oracle and IBM. The fifth unit comprises diverse and complementary business expertise in operational performance improvement, including “Design Thinking,” change management, engineering, continuous improvement, planning, manufacturing, logistics, transportation, distribution and coaching.
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OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT

At Createch, we have a unit specializing in Operational Performance Improvement (OPI) that addresses the engineering challenges faced by our customers in various industries. The service offering of our OPI team focuses on:

- Operational and technological strategy
- Demand and operations planning
- Manufacturing and logistics performance
- Engineering agility and performance
- Innovations in business practices
- Mentoring change

Our offer is completed by a series of world-class solutions carefully selected for their effectiveness, innovation and ease of use.

**DAMASIX**
- DAMASIX Mobile DMS
  - Daily Management System (DMS and DMS mobile)

**HighJump**
- HighJump WMS
  - Warehouse Management, Inventory Management

**DELMIA ORTEMS**
- DELMIA ORTEMS APS
  - Industrial Planning, Production Scheduling

**EPC INTERFACING**
- EPC INTERFACING BPM
  - Business Process Optimization, BPM

**VIRTUAL PROCESS**
- VIRTUAL PROCESS MES
  - Manufacturing Execution System

**DESCARTES**
- DESCARTES TMS
  - Traffic Management, Routes Management
Founded in 1993, Createch was born out of the desire to help their customers significantly improve their bottom line through the optimization of business processes and the implementation of technological solutions. More than 25 years later, this commitment still lives on with our 275 employees. Contributing to raising your potential, is what we strive for!

info@createch.ca
createch.ca